Improved understanding of the interaction between state of vigilance (SOV) and seizure onset has therapeutic potential. Six rats received injections of tetanus toxin (TeTX) in the ventral hippocampus that resulted in chronic spontaneous seizures. The distribution of SOV before 486 seizures was analyzed for a total of 19 d of recording. Rapid eye movement sleep (REM) and exploratory wake, both of which express prominent hippocampal theta rhythm, preceded 47 and 34%, for a total of 81%, of all seizures. Nonrapid eye movement sleep (NREM) and nonexploratory wake, neither of which expresses prominent theta, preceded 6.8 and 13% of seizures. We demonstrate that identification of SOV yields significant differentiation of seizure susceptibilities, with the instantaneous seizure rate during REM nearly 10 times higher than baseline and the rate for NREM less than half of baseline. Survival analysis indicated a shorter duration of preseizure REM bouts, with a maximum transition to seizure at ϳ90 s after the onset of REM. This study provides the first analysis of a correlation between SOV and seizure onset in the TeTX model of temporal lobe epilepsy, as well as the first demonstration that hippocampal theta rhythms associated with natural behavioral states can serve a seizure-promoting role. Our findings are in contrast with previous studies suggesting that the correlations between SOV and seizures are primarily governed by circadian oscillations and the notion that hippocampal theta rhythms inhibit seizures. The documentation of significant SOV-dependent seizure susceptibilities indicates the potential utility of SOV and its time course in seizure prediction and control.
Introduction
There is an acknowledged relationship between state of vigilance (SOV), also known as sleep-wake state, and seizure onset in various human (Bazil and Walczak, 1997; Crespel et al., 2000; for review, see Dinner, 2002; Minecan et al., 2002; Malow, 2007; Kothare and Zarowki, 2011; Sinha, 2011) and experimental (Quigg et al., 2000; Shouse et al., 2000; Colom et al., 2006 ; for review, see Matos et al., 2011; Sinha, 2011) epilepsies. Additionally, epilepsy, in turn, alters sleep patterns (Cepeda et al., 1982; Ayala-Guerro et al., 2002; Matos et al., 2010 ; for review, see Matos et al., 2011) . Different SOVs are accompanied by changes in synaptic transmission and patterns of network activity in the brain (Loddenkemper et al., 2011; Sinha, 2011) . These widespread changes likely affect other network dynamics, such as seizures. Thus, although we do not yet understand the mechanisms of this interaction, the observed effect of SOV on seizure onset is not surprising given our knowledge of sleep-wake networks. Despite the availability of several animal models of epilepsy (Buckmaster, 2004; Soltesz and Staley, 2008) , the effect of sleep in epilepsy remains relatively unexplored (Malow, 2007; Matos et al., 2011; Dewolfe et al., 2013) .
Improved insight into the interaction between SOV and seizure onset may help to identify novel pharmaceutical therapies and enhance stimulation-based seizure intervention strategies (Loddenkemper et al., 2011; Dewolfe et al., 2013) . There is consensus that epileptic seizures often arise from nonrapid eye movement sleep (NREM) and relaxed wake and rarely from rapid eye movement sleep (REM) or active wake states in animals (Miller et al., 1994; Shouse et al., 2000; Colom et al., 2006) and humans (Crespel et al., 2000; Herman et al., 2001; Minecan et al., 2002; Malow 2007; Ng and Pavlova, 2013) . However, the relationships between SOV and seizure onset seem to be dependent on the etiology of the epilepsy model or syndrome.
The aim of this study was to quantify the relationship between SOV and seizure onset in the rat tetanus toxin (TeTX) model of temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE). To date, there have been no pub-lished studies on the effect of SOV on seizure onset in this model. TeTX cleaves synaptobrevin (Schiavo et al., 1992) , a protein necessary for neurotransmitter release. When injected into the rodent brain, TeTX reduces neurotransmitter release, primarily from inhibitory neurons (Britton et al., 1996; Mainardi et al., 2012) . This leads to short-term (Empson et al., 1993) and longterm (Vreugdenhil et al., 2002) changes in excitability, which manifest as chronic epilepsy, with little hippocampal cell loss or mossy fiber sprouting (Jefferys and Walker, 2006; Sharma et al., 2007) .
Our primary finding is that, in the TeTX model of TLE, a disproportionately large fraction of seizures occurred during REM and active wake periods exhibiting hippocampal theta oscillations and that a disproportionately small fraction of seizures occurred during NREM and relaxed wake periods. These findings support the notion that in addition to NREM-associated cortical slow oscillations, REM-and active wake-associated hippocampal theta oscillations can serve a seizure-promoting role.
Materials and Methods
All work was approved and performed under the oversight of the Pennsylvania State University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
Animal surgery and care. Male Long-Evans rats, weighing 275-350 g, were implanted with recording electrodes and given injections of TeTX during the same surgical procedure. Two pairs of stainless steel screws were used for the differential measurement of the electrocorticogram (ECoG) at coordinates [anteroposterior (AP), ML] of [0.5, Ϯ3] and [Ϫ7, Ϯ3] . For the differential measurement of local field potential (LFP), four pairs of 50 m iridium oxide-coated stainless steel wire electrodes with ends staggered by 300 m were implanted bilaterally in the dorsal hippocampus at coordinates (AP, ML) [Ϫ2.5, Ϯ2] and [Ϫ3.9, Ϯ2.2]. Electrodes were positioned, close to Ϫ2.8 DV, such that population firing activity of CA1 neurons was evident. All coordinates are in millimeters, Figure 1 . Typical seizure and SOV traces. A, Typical seizure. Time-series traces of LFP recorded from the left dorsal hippocampus, ECoG recorded from the surface of the right hemisphere, and head acceleration (Accel). For display purposes, LFP and ECoG traces were bandpass filtered between 0.5 and 35 Hz. The seizure starts at 0 s. This seizure ranked as a stage 5 seizure on the Racine scale. B-E, Time and power series for different SOVs, with seizures initiating at 0 s. The power spectrum is shown for the highlighted portion of time-series trace. B, REM is defined by rhythmic hippocampal activity in the theta band (4 -12 Hz), lack of activity in the delta band (0.5-4 Hz), and with muscle atonia interrupted with brief muscle twitches, which are reflected in measures of head acceleration. C, Wake is defined by rhythmic hippocampal activity in the theta band along with high Accel activity indicating locomotion. D, NREM is defined by cortical activity in the delta band, lack of activity in the theta band, and lack of motion indicative of sleep. E, Wake wb is characterized by either low-or high-power Accel activity indicating lack or presence of head movement, respectively, and broadband hippocampal spectrum in the range of 0.5-30 Hz.
and bregma is referenced according to Paxinos and Watson (2006) . Ten nanograms of TeTX (Sigma-Aldrich), dissolved in 1 l of a 2% bovine serum albumin/0.05 M PBS (Sigma-Aldrich) solution, were injected in the ventral hippocampus at coordinates (AP, ML, DV) of [Ϫ5.15, 5.35, Ϫ7.65] . Electrodes were secured in place with cyanoacrylate and electrically isolated with dental cement.
Rats were housed individually in custom-made Plexiglas cages with dimensions 9 (width) ϫ 15 (depth) ϫ 24 (height) inches. A counterbalance system, including a commutator, attached to the head-mounted electronics allowed for postural flexibility and free movement. Rats were allowed to recover for a period of 3 to 7 d after surgery and had ad libitum access to food and water. A 12 h light/dark (L/D) cycle was maintained with the lights on between 6:00 A.M. and 6:00 P.M. During the dark period, infrared LED arrays were used to provide illumination for continuous video monitoring.
Data collection. Video monitoring, at three frames per second, began on the day of implantation. After the recovery period, implanted rats were cabled to recording electronics, including a head-mounted preamplifier with tri-axial accelerometers (Sunderam et al., 2007) used to monitor head motion and orientation. All signals were amplified by 20Ϫ at the head-mounted preamplifier and filtered at 0.3-800 Hz at a second recording amplifier mounted exterior to the animal's cage. Signals were sampled with 16-bit resolution at 2 kHz using an acquisition board (National Instruments).
Data analysis. At least 24 h of data were analyzed for each rat. Longer data-sets, up to 7 d, were used when available. For some rats, stimulation experiments followed the observation period. No poststimulation data were included in this study to avoid potential confounding effects. Inclusion criteria for each hour of data were as follows: availability of clear video recording, at least one low-noise depth LFP recording, at least one low-noise ECoG recording, and at least one low-noise recording of head acceleration. We also required either a LFP or ECoG recording from both hemispheres to monitor bilateral sleep and generalized seizure activity.
Seizures were detected automatically using in-house software and verified visually to determine more precise onset and end times. Seizure onset was defined, with a resolution of 1 s, as the first instance where the power of the LFP recordings was at least three times higher than the average background power. Unilateral seizures that failed to generalize (n ϭ 2), seizure events that were Ͻ10 s in duration (n ϭ 11), and seizure events that occurred within 5 min after the onset of the previous seizure (n ϭ 27) were excluded from analysis. LFP and ECoG traces, as well as an accelerometer trace, are shown for a typical seizure in Figure 1A .
SOV was scored in nonoverlapping 10 s windows according to the algorithm described by Sunderam et al. (2007) using at least 4 h of visually scored training data for each 24 h to be scored for each rat. SOV was marked as one of the four states shown, before the onset of seizure at 0 s, in Figure 1 : REM (Fig. 1B) , NREM (Fig. 1D) , Wake with high activity in the hippocampal theta (4 -12 Hz) band (Wake ) (Fig. 1C) , and Wake with wide-band hippocampal spectrum (Wake wb ) (Fig. 1E) . REM was characterized by a spectral peak in the theta band of hippocampal LFP and by an absence of accelerometer activity except during brief muscle twitches. NREM was characterized by maximal power in the ECoG delta (0.5-4 Hz) band and by an absence of accelerometer activity. Wake was characterized by a spectral peak in the theta band of hippocampal LFP and high accelerometer activity. Wake wb was characterized by either lowor high-power accelerometer activity and by lack of LFP spectral peaks in the range of 0.5-30 Hz. Performance on out-of-sample data was visually verified for each animal, and more training data were added until automated accuracy exceeded 85%. In general, the algorithm classified SOV correctly with the exception of labeling some Wake wb periods as NREM and the beginning of some NREM periods as Wake wb . REM, Wake , and post-transition NREM were rarely misclassified.
We define a "bout" as a continuous period in a single SOV, with no transitions to another SOV that lasts longer than 3 s. Bout durations were calculated using automated scores and verified visually to achieve improved temporal resolution finer than 10 s. Onset and end of REM was defined, with a resolution of 1 s, within the first and last consecutive 10 s window during which a clear peak in the theta band was distinguishable and no head motion was seen on the accelerometers or the video.
Preseizure SOV was rescored for the 300 s before seizure in 10 s windows aligned with seizure onset. Multitaper spectral analysis, implemented in Matlab using the Chronux 2.0 toolbox (Bokil et al., 2010) , was used to obtain estimates of theta and delta band powers needed to compute /␦ ratios. The /␦ ratio was computed by dividing the total power in the theta band by the total power in the delta band in nonoverlapping 10 s windows.
We used survival analysis with KaplanMeier estimates to calculate the hazard rate of transitioning out of a REM bout at time t, given that the REM bout has lasted up to time t. We calculated hazard rates for REM bouts separately from control and epileptic animals. We further grouped REM bouts from epileptic animals into those that ended in seizure (preseizure REM) and those that ended in Wake or NREM (interseizure REM). Because a transition to seizure precludes a transition to Wake or NREM, we used a competing risk framework (Furstova and Valenta, 2011) . Bootstrap sampling was used to assess statistical significance of observed differences between the preseizure and interseizure hazard rates.
Results
Data from six rats were pooled to study the temporal correlation between SOV and seizure onset. Each rat had at least 24 h of analyzed data and at least 10 seizures per day, with a total of 19 d of data and 486 seizures. To determine whether seizures had a significant effect on sleep-related dynamics, we scored 72 consecutive hours for each of two weight-matched control rats. These rats underwent an electrode implant protocol identical to that for epileptic rats but did not receive TeTX injections.
Effect of seizures on SOV
Hourly percentages spent in each of four SOVs are shown for control and epileptic rats in Figure 2 . Red denotes REM, green denotes NREM, light blue denotes Wake , and dark blue denotes Wake wb . This color scheme is used for all subsequent figures. Epileptic and nonepileptic controls rats exhibited similar diurnal variation in activity and SOV as expected for nocturnal animals. The daily fraction of time spent in NREM and Wake was not overtly different between the control and epileptic groups. However, the daily fraction of time spent in REM was lower for epileptic rats compared with controls [5.8 Ϯ 2.1% (SD) and 9.3 Ϯ 1.1% (SD); p Ͻ 0.01, two-tailed t test], where averages are across days. This deviation coincides with epileptic rats exhibiting fewer REM bouts than control rats.
Effect of L/D cycle and SOV on seizure onset
Rats began to seize 3-10 d after TeTX injection. To allow sufficient recovery time for animals, data were recorded between 8 and 16 d after implant. Seizures typically had motor manifestations including rearing and loss of posture corresponding to a score of 4 or 5 on the Racine scale (Racine, 1972) .
Seizures were not uniformly distributed throughout the day. As shown in Figure 3A , more seizures occurred during the light period compared with the dark period. The light-period seizure rate of 1.3 Ϯ 0.32 seizures per hour (sz/h) (SD) was 63% higher than the dark-period rate of 0.84 Ϯ 0.34 sz/h (SD). To decouple this diurnal variation in seizure rate from the diurnal variation in SOV shown in Figure 2 , we considered trends in preseizure SOV together with trends in the amount of time spent in each SOV across the L/D cycle. In Figure 3 , we give these statistics for individual rats and for the group-weighted average, computed by averaging across the individual rat's statistic weighted by each rat's recording time. Unless otherwise noted, the group statistics are discussed. We found that 47% of seizures occurred during REM, with 38% in the light period and 9% in the dark period. The next greatest fraction of seizures (34%) initiated in Wake , with 12% during the light period and 22% during the dark period. Rats spend about three times as much time in REM during the light period as during the dark period. Thus, the increased fraction of seizures arising from REM during the light period is coincident with an increase in the fraction of time spent in REM, as illustrated in Figure 3B . Similarly, the increased fraction of seizures arising from Wake during the dark period is coincident with an increase in the fraction of time spent in this state.
Only 6.8% of all seizures occurred during NREM. This was unexpected because 39% of time was spent in NREM (L/D) and because prior findings attributed a seizure-promoting role to NREM.
Preseizure SOV distribution
To gain insight into the predictive utility of SOV, we considered the SOV distribution for a preseizure period of 5 min. The colorcoded distribution of SOV as a function of time to seizure onset ( Sz ), for all seizures from all rats, is plotted in Figure 4A . Seizures were sorted according to the hour of day in which they occurred. Each pixel represents the SOV for a 10 s window. During the light period, NREM bouts transition into REM bouts, which transition into seizures. During the dark period, seizures most often begin in Wake , which is usually preceded by Wake wb . In contrast to REM bouts clustered close to seizure onset, Wake appears more uniformly throughout the preseizure window.
The fraction of seizures arising from each SOV as a function of Sz is shown as solid lines in Figure 4B (top). We denote this fraction P(SOV͉ Sz ). Sufficiently ahead of seizures (i.e., for Sz Ͼ 15 min, data not shown), P(SOV͉ Sz ) converges to P(SOV), the unconditioned probability of state shown as dashed lines. These probabilities are significantly different within the 5 min preseizure epoch shown, with P(REM͉Ϫ10 s) notably approaching onehalf as P(NREM͉ Sz ) approaches zero.
We can estimate the predictability of seizure (posterior probability) given the current SOV using the Bayes rule:
where P( Sz ͉SOV) is the conditional probability of observing a seizure at future time Sz given that the current state is SOV. P( Sz ) is the unconditioned probability of observing a seizure. Conditional seizure probabilities are reported as rates by multiplying by the SOV measurement rate of 360 per hour. This yields the predicted seizure rate, R( Sz ͉SOV), future time Sz conditioned on the observed current SOV shown in Figure 4B (bottom, solid lines). The unconditioned seizure rate, R( Sz ) ϭ P( Sz ) * 360, is shown as the black dashed line. For all states other than REM, R( Sz ͉SOV) is close to the unconditioned seizure rate over the majority of the 5 min epoch before seizure. However, R( Sz ͉REM) starts to rise 130 s ahead of seizure and reaches nearly 10 times the unconditioned rate just before seizure onset. We note, therefore, that observation of REM provides a short-term prediction: the probability that a seizure will occur within the next 130 s, given that the current SOV is REM, is much higher than the unconditioned probability of seizure occurrence.
Bout duration distributions for each SOV are shown with box and whisker plots in Figure 4C . Wake is highly fragmented. Therefore, Wake wb and Wake were pooled to give just Wake bout durations. Box edges mark the first and third quartiles, or the interquartile range (IQR), and the middle line marks the median. Whiskers extend to the third quartile plus 1.5 * (IQR). Data points outside this range are considered outliers and are indicated by asterisks. The range of nonoutlier REM bout durations is [10 -120] seconds. This range correlates with the 130 s seizure-predictive window given observation of REM.
The seizure rate can be written as a linear model of the form
To determine whether the observed diurnal variation in seizure rate could be fully contributed to diurnal changes in SOV, we fit this model to the observed seizure time series and calculated R( Sz ͉SOV). We found that constant SOV-conditioned seizure rates across the L/D cycle could not fully account for the observed L/D variation in seizure rate, and so we calculated R( Sz ͉SOV) separately for L/D. The Seizures from all rats are sorted according to the hour of day during which they occurred. During the light period (in yellow), seizures are most often preceded by REM, which, in turn, is preceded by NREM. During the dark period (in white), seizures are most often preceded by Wake , which is usually preceded by Wake wb . B, Probability of SOV as a function of Sz , P(SOV͉ Sz ) (top). Dashed lines indicate P(SOV), or a fraction of all time spent in each SOV. Seizure rate conditioned on SOV, R( Sz ͉SOV) (bottom). The unconditioned seizure rate, R( Sz ), is shown as black dashed lines. R( Sz ͉SOV) for SOVϭ {Wake , Wake wb , NREM} is close to P( Sz ). However, R( Sz ͉REM) starts to rise at 130 s and reaches nearly 10 times the unconditioned seizure rate at seizure onset. Units for seizure rates are h Ϫ1 . C, Bout duration box and whisker plots for each SOV. Wake wb and Wake were pooled as one state. The range of REM-bout duration is [10 -120] seconds and overlaps with the increase in R( Sz ͉REM) just before seizure.
weighted mean seizure rate during REM drops from 9.2 Ϯ 16 sz/h in the light period to 7.4 Ϯ 16 sz/h in the dark period, and in Wake is from 1.5 Ϯ 0.53 sz/h in the light to 1.2 Ϯ 0.26 sz/h in the dark period. In NREM, the L/D rates are 0.18 Ϯ 0.028 and 0.20 Ϯ 0.10, and in Wake wb , they are 0.78 Ϯ 0.25 and 0.35 Ϯ 0.024 sz/h. The high SDs for REM-related rates are attributable to the small and somewhat variable amount of time spent in this state. This variation of R( Sz ͉SOV) across the L/D cycle indicates that the correlation between diurnal cycles and seizure frequency is independent of SOV. However, the L/Drelated variations are much smaller than the SOV-related variations in seizure frequency. As an example, the ratio between the mean light-period REM (9.2) and NREM (0.18) seizure rates is 51:1. In contrast, the ratio between the light-period (9.2) and dark-period (7.4) REM seizure rates is much smaller at 1.2:1. Thus, the inclusion of time of day in addition to the observation of current SOV will increase predictability, but only by a modest amount.
Characteristics of preseizure REM and theta oscillations
The spectral characteristics of hippocampal LFP before seizure onset, independent of SOV, is also instructive. As illustrated in Figure 5 , the normalized power in thetaband LFP activity, as estimated from the /␦ ratio, increases, on average, 100 s ahead of seizure, in agreement with the observation that 80% of all seizures arise from either REM or Wake . In Figure  5A -C, we present detailed analysis for only one rat (R6) to offer more resolution in the figures. In Figure 5D , we show the preseizure temporal trend of the /␦ for each rat. The mean and SD of /␦ ratio in the 300 s preseizure window for R6 are as follows: REM, 1.7 Ϯ 0.75; Wake , 1.4 Ϯ 0.33; NREM, 0.91 Ϯ 0.29; Wake wb , 0.76 Ϯ 0.17. The average /␦ ratio (1.2 Ϯ 0.58) over the entire data for R6, shown in the solid line in Figure 5D , is within the distribution of /␦ ratios for Wake in this animal. Because this animal spends 33% of its time in Wake , the observation of high /␦ ratios alone does not provide significant predictability of seizure onset. Across all rats, we found that the SOV-conditioned /␦ ratio distribution did not vary with time to seizure onset (data not shown), suggesting that preseizure variations in the /␦ ratio are fully explained by preseizure SOV variation. The difference between the predictive utility of REM versus /␦ ratio is apparent from the comparison of the large deviation between P(REM͉ 32 Sz ) and P(REM) in Figure 5C (red) with the relatively small deviation between the /␦ ratio in the 300 s preseizure window and the /␦ ratio over all time shown in Figure 5D .
Although nearly half of all seizures arise from REM, only 19% of all REM bouts lead to seizure. To gain insight into the mechanism that determines which REM bouts transition into seizure, we compared spectral and temporal properties of the REMassociated theta oscillations across preseizure and interseizure REM bouts. Preseizure REM bouts (n ϭ 224) always transitioned to seizure, and interseizure REM bouts (n ϭ 970) always transitioned to the nonpathological states of Wake or NREM. We contrast these REM bout properties to those calculated from two nonepileptic control animals (n ϭ 569 bouts).
Typical traces of REM from an epileptic and a control animal are shown in Figure 6A . Preseizure and interseizure REM bouts from the same rat are plotted separately in Figure 6A (top and middle). The LFPs before the transitions out of REM in epileptic animals appear to be indistinguishable between seizure and Wake/NREM transition types. The characteristic theta oscillations of REM persist until seizure onset (Fig. 6A , top, vertical line), and no indication of a transition into another SOV is evident. The theta oscillations of REM in control animals, shown in Figure 6A (bottom), do not appear overtly different than oscillations in epileptic rats. . Preseizure SOV and hippocampal LFP /␦ ratios. A, SOV for 300 s before each seizure for rat 6 (R6). Seizures are sorted according to the hour during which they occurred. B, The /␦ ratio for hippocampal LFP calculated for 10 s windows for same periods as in A. REM epochs are correlated with a high (Ͼ1.5) /␦ ratio. Although some Wake epochs also have a high /␦ ratio, the average ratio for Wake is lower than that for REM epochs. NREM and Wake wb epochs have low /␦ ratios. C, P( Sz ͉SOV) for R6. The chances of observing a seizure from 0 to 100 s after the observation of REM is nearly five times higher than the base probability of observing a seizure. D, Average /␦ ratio for 300 s before seizure for each rat, shown as the thick black line. Thin lines surrounding the mean indicate SEM. Flat red lines indicate the average /␦ ratio over the entire recording period for each rat. For all rats, the /␦ ratio increases before seizure onset.
We used survival analysis to distinguish preseizure from interseizure and control REM bouts. Specifically, we calculated the hazard rate () as the instantaneous rate of transitioning out of a REM bout at time t, given that the REM bout has lasted up to time t. We required at least five transitions for each bout duration in the rate calculations, which resulted in truncation of estimates at 150 s. In Figure 7 , we show the mean hazard rate and bootstrap (n ϭ 100)-estimated SEM rates for transitioning out of REM into Wake or NREM for the control group, CϪw/n (green), into Wake or NREM for the epileptic group, EϪw/n (blue), and into seizure for the epileptic group, EϪsz (red). The early peak in CϪw/n represents short REM bouts that were less frequently observed in epileptic animals. The difference in the mean amplitude of EϪsz and EϪw/n can be attributed to the 4:1 ratio of interseizure-topreseizure REM bouts. More importantly, both CϪw/n and EϪw/n increase as a function of time in REM past ϳ100 s, whereas EϪsz peaks near 80 s and decays for longer durations. We are most interested in significant differences in the shape of EϪw/n and EϪsz as this would indicate unique features of the preseizure REM bout duration distribution, which may help to predict which REM bouts lead to seizure.
To assess the significance of the differences between EϪsz and EϪw/n shapes, bootstrap techniques were used to compare grouped hazard rates with surrogate population hazard rates. Surrogate preseizure and interseizure populations with a 1:4 ratio were created by drawing from all REM bouts. The null hypothesis underlying this surrogate grouping and comparison is that all epileptic REM bouts have the same hazard rate independent of transition type and that apparent differences can be attributed to the ratio of group sizes and/or small sample sizes. Mean and SEM of these surrogate populations' hazard rates are shown in black lines in Figure 7 . The point-wise significance at 10 s intervals was assessed by comparing each bootstrap hazard rate distribution with its population surrogate using a twosample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test. Asterisks in Figure 7 indicate point-wise significance at the ␣ ϭ 0.05 level. The hazard rate for transitioning from REM to seizure, EϪsz , deviates significantly from its population surrogate, particularly near 80 s and after 100 s. In contrast, EϪw/n is close to its population surrogate estimate.
Together, these observations reject the null hypothesis that preseizure and interseizure REM bout hazard rates have the same shape. Critically, they indicate that whereas the rate to transition from REM to nonseizure states continues to increase with bout duration, the seizure transition rate peaks near 80 -100 s and begins to decrease afterward. This implies that the underlying mechanism inducing the seizure from REM is different from that inducing the transition out of REM into a normal SOV.
Discussion
We used continuous long-term recordings and derived high-temporal-resolution SOV classifications for 19 d of recording and 486 seizures across six epileptic rats with the TeTX model of chronic TLE. We found that although epileptic rats spend just 6.1% of total time in REM sleep, 47% of seizures occurred during this state. In contrast, we observed that despite 39% of total time in spent in NREM sleep, only 6.8% of seizures initiated in this state. In addition, 34% of all seizure occurred during wake periods with high hippocampal theta activity (Wake ). These findings support a growing body of evidence that seizures can arise from naturally occurring theta rhythms and REM in a variety of epilepsies.
Our demonstration of significantly different SOV-dependent seizure susceptibilities implies potential utility of SOV in seizure prediction algorithms. The recent publication by Cook et al. (2013) demonstrated seizure prediction capability using longterm invasive recordings from human subjects. The algorithms used in this work relied purely on classification of features derived from subdurally recorded neural activity. The seizure classifications were independent of behavioral state or time of day and were presented in terms of warnings to the subjects: low, medium, or high likelihood of seizure occurrence. A relationship between SOV and seizure frequency has been observed in many human epilepsies. Therefore, our results support the notion (Mormann et al., 2007) that incorporating SOV would yield further improvements for seizure prediction and for feedback-based seizure control schemes. This hypothesis, although not directly addressed here, can be validated for any data set that includes measurements sufficient for the scoring of both seizures and SOV with adequate temporal resolution.
We find in this model that REM is the SOV with the highest seizure susceptibility. The instantaneous seizure rate from REM is ϳ10 times the baseline seizure rate, and nearly half of all sei- zures emerge during REM. In human epilepsies, seizures practically never emerge from the REM phase of sleep (Ng and Pavlova, 2013) . But it should be noted that hippocampal activity during human REM is significantly different from that of rodent REM (Cantero et al., 2003) , which is characterized by sustained rhythmic hippocampal theta oscillations. Coupled with our observation that another one-third of all seizures emerged from exploratory wake (Wake ), which is also characterized by high hippocampal theta activity, our findings implicate theta rhythm as the common factor in seizure susceptibility in this model.
There are now a growing number of reports of hippocampal theta before seizure in animal models. These include the observation of hippocampal theta rhythms before spontaneous seizures in rabbits in the latter stages of a kindling model (Kitchigina and Butuzova, 2009 ) during head-fixed recordings, as well as prolonged theta oscillations from microelectrode recordings in pilocarpine-treated rats (Grasse et al., 2013) . Our findings extend these observations with a detailed demonstration that links the preseizure theta rhythm to normal SOV-related behavior. In the case of preseizure REM, the dynamics of the sleep cycle produce the sustained theta oscillations, during which seizures emerge. The peak seizure rate from REM occurs 80 -100 s after the onset of REM, according to our survival analysis (Fig. 7) . In the case of Wake , seizures were observed to emerge in the midst of exploratory wake behavior, as measured from head motion and confirmed from video. To our knowledge, there are no detailed studies on the prevalence of hippocampal theta rhythms before seizures from humans.
Our findings are in contrast to the growing consensus (Malow, 2007; Kothare and Zarowki, 2011; Derry and Duncan, 2013; Dewolfe et al., 2013, Ng and Pavlova, 2013 ) that NREM and relaxed wake states permit and REM and active wake states prevent epileptic seizures. These notions emerge, in part, from seminal studies in the cat penicillin and amygdala kindling models of epilepsy by Shouse (1987) and Shouse et al. (1989 Shouse et al. ( , 1990 Shouse et al. ( , 2000 in which a majority of seizures emerged from NREM and few seizures emerged from REM, attributed to differences in cortical synchrony between these states (Shouse et al., 1989 (Shouse et al., , 2000 but see Sinha, 2011) . In contrast, the interpretation that hippocampal theta is antiepileptic derives from studies of the effect of induced medial-septum theta rhythm on ongoing status epilepticus (Miller et al., 1994) , modulation of electrical stimulus induced afterdischarge threshold (Kumar and Raju, 2001) or modulation of interictal epileptiform discharge frequency (Colom et al., 2006; Kitchigina and Butuzova, 2009 ). However, the relevance of such studies to spontaneous seizure susceptibility is indirect.
There is also the suggestion that a type of theta activity emerges before seizures as an "attempt to stop the attack" (Kitchigina and Butuzova, 2009 ). The theta oscillations we observe before seizures initiate with behavioral states tens of seconds before seizure onset. These preseizure theta oscillations are not differentiable from interseizure theta oscillations associated with naturally occurring SOVs that do not transition to seizure (Fig. 6 ). In addition, in this model we observe ϳ20% of seizures emerging from states with no native behavioral theta rhythm. In these cases, we observe no increase in hippocampal theta just before seizure onset. Based on these observations, we hypothesize that the preseizure hippocampal theta oscillations in the TeTX model are not induced through a mechanism that attempts to stop the seizures.
Our observations that, in the TeTX model of TLE, seizure rate variations with SOV are far more dramatic than diurnal, or presumed circadian-driven (Talathi et al., 2009) , variations are in contrast with the seminal publications by Quigg et al. (1998 Quigg et al. ( , 2000 , who attributed most of the observed diurnal variation in seizure rate to diurnal/circadian oscillations. The discrepancy in our results may be attributed in part to differences between the TeTX model and the poststatus model, and its underlying mechanistic seizure susceptibilities, used by Quigg et al. (1998 Quigg et al. ( , 2000 .
The reproducibility of the SOV-dependent seizure susceptibility across our animals, as well as similar diurnal SOV and theta dynamics between epileptic and control rats, suggests that the functioning of the SOV and theta regulatory structures in the TeTX model are substantially intact. However, the reduced time spent in REM, as well as the loss of brief (Ͻ20 s) REM bouts in epileptic rats, suggests some alterations in the larger hippocampal-septal-brainstem network and is consistent with observations of altered sleep dynamics in human epilepsies.
Our observations of high-seizure susceptibility during hippocampal theta oscillations, and especially during the sustained theta in REM, could be explained through a number of putative mechanisms linked to the details of the TeTX model. A full articulation of seizure mechanism will need to also explain the variable nature of seizure occurrence (why seizures only sometimes occur) as well as why the peak seizure rate is seen 80 -100 s into a REM bout.
The hippocampal TeTX is a nonlesional model that does not produce significant or widespread cell loss (Jefferys et al., 1995; Benke and Swann, 2004; Sharma et al., 2007) . The seizure focus is determined by the site of toxin injection. The circuitry involved in the generation and maintenance of hippocampal theta rhythm is complex (Pignatelli et al., 2012) with input and output path- Hazard functions for transitioning out of REM for control and epileptic (preseizure and interseizure) REM bouts. Hazard rates for epileptic rats were calculated using a competing risk framework. Bootstrap samples drawn from the control, preseizure, and interseizure groups were used to estimate hazard rates for transitioning out of REM into Wake or NREM for the control group, CϪw/n (green); into Wake or NREM for the epileptic group, EϪw/n (blue); and into seizure for the epileptic group, EϪsz (red). Error bars indicate SEM. To assess significance of differences in the shape of the preseizure and interseizure hazard rates, bootstrap techniques were used to compare grouped hazard rates with surrogate population hazard rates (black). Point-wise significance was assessed for each 10 s interval by comparing EϪw/n with its population surrogate (bottom black line) and EϪw/n with its population surrogate (top black line) using a two-sample KS test. Asterisks indicate point-wise significance at the ␣ ϭ 0.05 level. The peak in CϪw/n represents short REM bouts that were less frequent in epileptic animals. Both CϪw/n and EϪw/n increase as a function of time in REM past ϳ100 s, whereas EϪsz is humped with a peak near 80 s and decays thereafter. The peak as well as the decay after 100 s represents significant deviations of EϪsz from the surrogate population hazard rates.
ways that include the medial septum, hippocampal dentate gyrus (DG) and CA3, and entorhinal cortex.
One possible interpretation of our observations is consistent with the concept of compromised DG functioning (Lothman et al., 1992) . Reduced inhibition invoked by TeTX has been shown to alter the function of the DG (Finnerty et al., 2001 ) feedforward-feedback granule cell and inhibitory interneuron networks (Sundströmand Mellanby, 1990) . The DG filters input from the perforant path, which has maximal synaptic excitability during theta oscillations (Schall and Dickson, 2010) , thereby potentially leading to increased sensitivity to theta-band input from the medial septum.
Our observations of interictal discharges during both preseizure and interseizure REM bouts (Fig. 6 ) support the notion of generally increased hippocampal excitability during theta rhythm. However, given the role of inhibitory interneurons in maintaining theta rhythm (Buzsaki, 2001), we were surprised by the lack of overt changes in theta oscillations of epileptic rats compared with controls.
A potential cellular-level mechanism can be derived directly from the local weakening of the inhibitory network from the toxin. To maintain balance within feedback loops during sustained theta oscillations, interneurons may fire more often to compensate for reduced transmitter output. This, in turn, would lead to a buildup of extracellular potassium, potassium depolarization block of the interneurons, and runaway excitation as observed at the cellular level in in vitro studies of Ž iburkus et al. (2006, 2013) . The time course for such a buildup would be many tens of seconds, consistent with the peak transition to seizure from REM at 80 -100 s.
This report of a novel relationship between SOV and seizure onset in the TeTX model serves as an important contribution to the growing understanding of the relationship between sleep and seizure networks. In particular, it offers a unique experimental opportunity for assessing the role of theta oscillations in seizure generation.
